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attila is a big step up, and the new units and civs are
excellent. the fact that attila is based in the hunnic
empire adds an extra layer of flavour to the game,

and makes the starting of a hunnic empire a bit more
interesting. i think its a good little expansion, but i

think it would have benefited from a few more
months to work on it. attila seems a bit rushed, which

means its a bit of a frankenstein of ideas thrown
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together, so its not always successful, which is a
shame. good day everyone. i would like to start off

by saying that i am a huge fan of the total war series
and the attila modification. it is not only fun to play

but it's also very interesting to look into the workings
of the game through mods. you guys are more than
welcome to contact me and ask me questions if you

have any. my email address is:
~thomas_w_dietzel@hotmail.com~, and i can answer
any of your questions or tell you what i know about

the attila mod. i am currently working on a new mod
(totalwar.org/forums/attila-mod-manager-2/) for the

mod manager and the mod is nearly complete. i have
decided to make this one for myself rather than for

the fans of attila. it will allow me to more easily
update and add features to the mod. this mod will be

free and it will also be open source. so, feel free to
check it out and let me know if you have any ideas or

suggestions. also, if you have any questions about
this mod, please let me know. hello all, i hope you

are doing well. i'm writing this because i am having a
problem with my mod manager for total war: attila. if
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anyone is familiar with modding for the game, i'm
sure they've had this problem before. so i'll try to

provide as much information as i can. here is what is
happening:
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